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2. (A)

AQ -96s

(l) All questions a.re compulsory and carry

eoual marks.
(2) Diaw neat and labellerl diagram rvherever

necessary.

Explain the concepts in vector atom model :-
(i) Space quantization.

(ii) Spin of electron. 6

Explain the significance of important

quanorn numbers encounter€d in veotor atom

model. l0
OR

Describe the principle and theory of Stem-

Garlach experiment with necessary diagram

and explain its results. 10

State and explain Pauli's exblusion principle'
6

Explain normal a:1d anomalous Zceman

effect. 5
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(B) Describc experinrental method to study rhe

Zeeman effect in lahoratory. 8

(C) F-ind tbe value of g when I = I, s = 1/2 and
j=1t2. 3

OR

(P) Discuss Debye's theory to explain Normal
Z,cematl effccl, 6

(Q) Explain anomolcus Zeeman effect in sodium

D1 and D2 lines. 'l

(R) Find the vaiue of g when /= 1, s= 172 and

i =3t2. 3

(A) Explarn Paschen-Back effe.t. 4

(B) Explain 1,.S coupling jn ca-se of two valc-n(:e

electron atom. 8

(C) Explain the phenuorenon of Elec.rorr Scin
Resonanc,r. 4

OR

(P) Define lineal affl quadralic Stark offecr.

4

(Q) Exptain J-J coupling in case of twc valeiice

electron atom. 8

(R) Explaln Nuclear rnagnetic Resonarrce
phuroilenon. I

4 (A) Discuss thc cliusrfication of molecular or
barld specEa, 6

(B) Explain the rotational energy levels and

spectrum of rigid diatomic molccule by
quantum mechanical theory. l0

OR
(P) Describe diffcrent types of rnolecLrles. 6

(Q) Discuss the energy levels and specffa of
diatomic molecrrle as a non-dgid rotator.
Discuss Isotopic shitt in pule rotational
spcctrar. l0

(A) Drscuss the case of diatomic molecule as

a simple harmonic oscillator. 6

(B) Find the energy levels and explain the
spectn-rm in case of diatomic molecule whcn
treated as simpte harmonic oscillator. 6

((l) Explain the significance of Morse poteritial
encrgy curve. 4

OR
(P) Describe ',he tliatomlc moleculE as rigid

romrcr and harmonic oscillator 6

(Q) Describe PQR branches in moleculiu spcatra.

6

(R) Er,plain Raman spectra in case of diatomic
molecule, 4

)

3
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